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In the UK, Schedule 19 of the Finance Act 2016 introduced an obligation for large businesses 

to publish their tax strategy with respect to UK taxation.  This paper, while reflecting Travel 

+ Leisure Co.’s (“Travel + Leisure”) global presence, was written to comply with this 

requirement by identifying the tax strategy adopted by each of its qualifying UK entities. 

 

Travel + Leisure’s global structure means there are a number of UK entities and subgroups.  

This tax strategy applies to all UK incorporated and / or UK tax resident companies and UK 

permanent establishments.  It has been approved by the Board of Directors (the “Boards”) of 

each of the relevant companies (individually and collectively, the “Group”) to allow them to 

comply with this requirement: 

 

This tax strategy will be reviewed annually, updated as appropriate and approved by Boards 

of each of the relevant entities. 

 

This tax strategy solely applies to ‘UK taxation’, as that term is defined in Paragraph 15 of 

Schedule 19 of the Finance Act 2016.  Moreover, in this paper, all references to ‘tax 

authority’ or ‘tax authorities’ above should be considered applicable solely to HM Revenue 

& Customs. 
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Introduction 
 

On January 5, 2021, Wyndham Destinations, Inc. acquired the Travel + Leisure brand from 

Meredith Corporation (“Meredith”) and subsequently changed its name to Travel + Leisure 

Co. on February 17, 2021. Travel + Leisure Co. is the world’s leading membership and 

leisure travel company and provides vacation experiences and travel inspiration to millions of 

owners and members every year through its products and services. There are two financial 

reporting segments: Vacation Ownership, which includes the world’s largest vacation 

ownership business with 247 vacation club resort locations across the globe; and Travel and 

Membership, the world’s foremost membership travel business which includes the largest 

vacation exchange company, industry-leading travel technology, and subscription travel 

brands.   

 

The two reporting segments are further explained as follows: 

 

i. Vacation Ownership, which primarily develops / acquires, markets and sells 

vacation ownership interests (“VOIs”) to private individuals for their own and 

their family’s personal use, provides consumer financing in connection with the 

sale of the VOIs and provides property management at the resorts, and 

 

ii. Travel and Membership (comprised of Panorama and Travel + Leisure Group), 

operates a variety of travel businesses, including three vacation exchange brands, 

a home exchange network, travel technology platforms, travel memberships, and 

direct-to-consumer rentals. The group’s RCI vacation exchange business is the 

world’s largest and has 3.7 million members and relationships with 4,200 vacation 

ownership resorts located in approximately 110 countries and territories. These 

businesses are primarily Fee-for-Service, selling third-party inventory that 

provides stable revenue streams and produces strong cash flow Panorama, which 

primarily provides leisure travellers with flexibility and access to a wide variety of 

global travel options through its membership platform, including timeshare 

exchange, closed user group and home exchange. 

 

Our global portfolio of brands includes: 

 

i) in the Vacation Ownership segment: 

 

Margaritaville Vacation Club by Wyndham®, Shell Vacations Club, CLUB 

WYNDHAM®, CLUB WYNDHAM® Asia, WorldMark by Wyndham®, 

WorldMark South Pacific Club, and WYNDHAM CLUB BRASIL®. 

 

ii) in the Travel and Membership segment: 

 

RCI®, The Registry Collection, 7Across (formerly known as DAE), Panorama Travel 

Solutions, Extra Holidays, Love Home Swap, @Work International and Alliance 

Reservations Network, go.travelandleisure.com and Travel + Leisure Travel Clubs.  

 

With such a global outlook and reach, our worldwide business activities generate a 

substantial amount and variety of taxes. In the UK, the Group pays corporate income taxes, 

employment taxes and other taxes.  It also collects and pays employee taxes, withholding 

taxes and indirect taxes such as VAT in the UK. 
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Travel + Leisure, including the Group, understands that collecting and paying UK tax is an 

important contribution to the economy and society in the United Kingdom.  Travel + Leisure 

is committed to complying with UK taxation laws. 

 

Travel + Leisure’s aim is to pay the right amount of UK tax in the right place at the right 

time, having an open and constructive relationship with the UK taxation authorities.  

 

Travel + Leisure’s commitment is underpinned by the following principles: 

 

Attitude toward tax planning 

 

In structuring the Group’s commercial activities, Travel + Leisure will consider – among 

other factors – UK tax laws with a view to maximising value on a sustainable basis for our 

shareholders.  The Group engages in efficient, conservative, legally compliant tax planning 

for the Group that supports its business and reflects commercial and economic activity, taking 

into account the potential impact on Travel + Leisure’s reputation and broader goals. 

The Group’s UK tax planning aims to support the commercial needs of Group by ensuring 

that the Group’s affairs are carried out in the most tax efficient manner whilst remaining 

compliant with all relevant laws. The tax function is, therefore, involved in support of the 

commercial decision making processes and provides appropriate input into business 

proposals of the Group to ensure a clear understanding of the tax consequences of any 

decisions made. 

In cases where the tax guidance is unclear or the Group does not feel it has the necessary 

expert knowledge internally to assess the tax consequences adequately, external advice will 

be sought to support the Group’s decision making process. 

The Group does not engage in artificial or aggressive UK tax planning arrangements. The 

Group adheres to relevant UK tax law and seeks to minimize the risk of uncertainty or 

disputes with tax authorities. The Group conducts transactions between Group companies on 

an arm’s-length basis and in accordance with current OECD principles. 

 

Tax incentives and exemptions are sometimes implemented by governments and fiscal 

authorities in order to support investment, employment and economic development. The 

Group seeks to apply tax incentives and exemptions in the UK, in support of the Group’s 

commercial needs, if available and in the manner intended. 

 

Relationships with governments and tax authorities 

 

Travel + Leisure, including the Group, seeks to build and sustain relationships with 

governments and tax authorities that are constructive and based on mutual respect. We 

engage with tax authorities with honesty, integrity, respect and fairness and in a spirit of co-

operative compliance.  Travel + Leisure, including the Group, is prepared to litigate where it 

disagrees with a ruling or decision of a tax authority, but always will seek to work 

collaboratively with tax authorities to resolve disputes and to achieve early agreement and 

certainty. 
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Tax risk management and attitude to tax risk 

 

The Group proactively seeks to identify, evaluate, manage and monitor tax risk to ensure that 

they remain in line with the group’s risk appetite.  Where there is significant uncertainty or 

complexity in relation to a risk, external advice may be sought. 

 

When reviewing the UK tax risks associated with a specific decision or action, the Group 

ensures that the following are considered: 

 

 The legal and fiduciary duties of directors and employees. 

 The requirements of any related internal policies or procedures. 

 The maintenance of the Group’s corporate reputation, having particular regard to the 

way we interact with the communities around us. 

 

The Group does not set formal quantitative risk limits in relation to the UK tax risk that it 

assumes.  Instead, the UK tax risk profile of the Group is kept under continuous review.  That 

profile is projected based on known or expected risks and settlements to allow an informed 

assessment of UK tax risk, management of that risk and any actions that might need to be 

taken.  That review process may result in decisions in relation to the type and level of UK tax 

planning that is to be undertaken, but as noted above, is not governed by formal limits.  This 

profile is actively managed and its status is monitored. 

 

Governance 

 

The Global Tax Team is responsible for and implements our approach to tax which is 

approved by Travel + Leisure’s Board of Directors. The Global Tax Team is also responsible 

for ensuring that policies and procedures that support the approach are in place, maintained 

and used consistently around the world, and that they have the skills and experience to 

implement the approach appropriately. 

 

The Global Tax Team includes tax specialists based in the United States, the United 

Kingdom and Mexico, who have responsibility for Travel + Leisure’s tax affairs in their 

region.  Where Travel + Leisure’s presence in a country is not sufficient to support dedicate 

tax resource, external advisers are engaged to ensure compliance with local tax law and 

practice. 

 

List of entities to which this strategy applies 

 

Wyn Overseas Operations Limited 

Wyndham Global Finance PLC 

Wyndham Worldwide Limited 

Vacation Care Computing Limited 

Cycleagent Limited 

International Life Leisure Ltd (Dissolved on 16 March 2021) 

Northcourse Limited 

Hotel Dynamics Services UK Limited 

Wyndham Destination Network Europe Limited 

Wyndham Holdings 

Pointeuro IV (Dissolved 8 June 2021) 

Pointeuro V Limited 
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WIC(1) Limited 

Dial an Exchange Limited 

RCI Europe 

CRI Operations Limited 

The Leisure Corporation Limited 

RCI Points Limited 

RCI Europe (Points) Limited 

RCI Resort Management Limited 

RCI Tourism Development (India) Limited 

The Social Travel Club Limited 

Love Home Swap Limited 

Vacation Rentals Group Holdings Limited 

Wyndham Destination Network LLP 
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